
Dear Valued Customers,

Thank you for being our valued customer. We are so grateful for the pleasure of
serving you and hope we met your expectations. We truly appreciate your
business and look forward to serving you again.
We want to take this opportunity to share GRP “YouTube” Special for your kind
viewing pleasure and perusal. Simply Click or Scan for your viewing pleasure!

https://tinyurl.com/grpyoutubelists

Scan ME! 
Mobile phone friendly

Click here!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s99HcRHEsHM&list=PLtW9i5S5DOuHpTceUSDbaIM2NrDOO6g1y&index=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s99HcRHEsHM&list=PLtW9i5S5DOuHpTceUSDbaIM2NrDOO6g1y&index=1


The Right Hose with the Right Connections for the Right Job from the Right Source

Continental has been at the forefront of flexible
hose technology, predominantly in the marine
environment, for well over 60 years.

Preventive Maintenance:
A good hose inspection will always involve checking for leaks
in the hose itself as well as at connectors and couplings.
Leaks can often be identified by looking for puddles, dirty
areas on the hoses or equipment, and low fluid levels.

Our knowledge and expertise allow us to deliver the most
innovative and highest-quality products on the market. Plus,
our extensive problem-solving experience across multiple
industries and applications enables us to share innovations
over our entire product offering. Which means we can deliver
unexpected solutions and advanced improvements in
situations where others can’t.
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NITROGEN

Contact us at 62661622 or emailto sales@grp.com.sg 

Marking: CONTINENTAL 3/4" I.D. 300 PSI W.P. NITROGEN SERVICE MADE IN USA
For in-plant nitrogen service at petrochemical, refineries, and general manufacturing. Design Factor: 4:1

Specifications
 Construction Tube: EPDM Synthetic Rubber
 Cover: EPDM Synthetic Rubber GREEN
 Reinforcement: 4 Spiral Polyester
 Temperature Range: -40°F to 210°F (-40°C 

to 99°C)

Hoses are used in facilities to transport liquids, and plant
utility application, such as, water, air , steam, nitrogen,
hydrocarbon and gases from one place to another, both
short and long distances. Most facilities have dozens of
pipelines moving substances from place to place and
because of this, it is important for the operator to keep
track of the contents in each pipeline as well as its
destination.

GREEN COLOUR HOSE COVER is use as a colour
coded system for NITROGEN as it is extremely helpful
to identify the right hose for the right applications and to
prevent higher risk of causing an accident that may
result in physical harm as well as facility damage.
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